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With the deepening of the economic reform and the reform of the educational 
system, the cash flow in higher educational institutions has been increasing constantly. 
Here come the important problems in university finance: how to strengthen fund 
management to guarantee the security, reasonable and effective use of the funds. The 
fund settlement centers of higher educational institutions are the functional 
department of management of their monetary fund, the center for fund management of 
the entire institution, which takes the responsibility of supervision and control of the 
whole circulation process of the monetary funds. It is therefore the central role that the 
fund settlement center plays in the strengthening of the internal control of fund 
management in higher educational institutions. 
On the basis of the theory of internal control of fund management, this article 
combines the standard research methods with a case study to explore the system of 
internal control of fund management via the university fund settlement center to 
realize effective management of monetary funds in colleges and universities in China. 
The article consists of four chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to the 
research background, the research objective, the methodology, the structure of the 
paper, the main viewpoint, and the paper’s contributions to the research area and its 
disadvantages. 
The second part is the risk control base of the monetary fund operation. First, We 
inspect the fund operation risk guarding and controlling practice of overseas 
universities, and appraisal the situation of the different country; then discusses the risk 
guard and control practice of domestic universities fund operation; Finally, reviews 
the research of the risk guard progress of the fund accounts settlement center in 
domestic and foreign universities, and discusses the fund operation risk controlling 
theory, specially the COSO theory, builds the theory for the paper research. 
The third part discusses the fund operation risk in higher educational institutions 















meaning, the characteristic and so on of the universities fund accounts settlement 
center; Next, analyzes the external and internal reason of the fund accounts settlement 
center which the fund operation risk produces, and analyzes the type; Finally, Taken 
the fund accounts settlement center of Tongji University for example,We discusses the 
reason and the type. Through the concrete example description, this chapter conducts 
the real diagnosis fund operation risk situation of higher educational institutions fund 
accounts settlement center, analyzes the reason which the monetary fund operation 
risk produces, and points out its existence the question. 
The fourth part is the fund operation risk guard and the control strategy of higher 
educational institutions fund accounts settlement center. First aims at fund operation 
risk the recognition of the fund accounts settlement center proposes the measurements 
the certain standard and the method to grasp accurately the risk type, lays the 
foundation for the risk guarding and the controlling, then unifies the actual situation, 
obtains from exterior and internal two aspects, proposes the concrete measure to guard 
and control the risk. Finally, Based on the reason and the type which produces in view 
of the third chapter of Tongji University fund accounts settlement center, we take the 
COSO frame to propose internal control strategy to guard and control the risk, provide 
the practical feasible strategy of risk guarding and the controlling. 
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第一章  导论 
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育部关于建立直属高校资金监控系统的通知》、教财[2005]7 号，《教育部关于 2005 年直属高校银行贷款审
批工作的通知》等等. 
③ http://www.enorth.com.cn.2004-09-02 15:52 审计长李金华称少数高校财务管理出现失控现象. 
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